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“There are no greater treasures than the highest human qualities such as compassion, courage and hope. 
Not even tragic accident or disaster can destroy such treasures of the heart.”   Daisaku Ikeda 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This wasn’t the year we carefully planned and budgeted for. While continuing with as much of the 
programme as was feasible and important, we did our best to support our colleagues from the ISLAND 
Trust to support those communities in our project area that were most affected by Covid-19. While the 
rate of mortality was comparatively low in the Nilgiris, remote villages became desperate for food and 
other vital support due to extended lock-downs. Travel was curtailed, food prices rocketed, work mostly 
stopped, and support for health, education, housing and other vital services was extremely limited. 
 

With the first lock-down in March, we reorganised our budget and programme and, thanks to fund-
raising appeals, our wonderful project staff and volunteers went out of their way to purchase and deliver 
vital support having been given permission to travel. 
 

The ISLAND Trust’s CEO who oversees our Tribal Futures project writes: 
 

“This year’s programme started with much enthusiasm 
and realistic targets. Staffs were properly oriented and 
trained and projected activities were implemented in full 
gear in the first two and a half months. But due to 
Corona infection, lock down was declared and extended 
four times since March. Therefore we could not achieve 
the planned targets. Yet we were with the tribal people 
during this pandemic and helped them in several ways. 
With the kind-hearted support of Tamwed, we were able 
to provide relief materials by the fourth week of Corona 
lock down. It was a timely help. All the tribal families escaped starvation. Prior to the pandemic, 60% of 
tribal people and 80% of their women and children within this 60% were classified as malnourished or 
anaemic. Therefore we were afraid that they were prone to get Corona infection very easily. That’s why 
we appealed to several philanthropic organisations to provide nutritional food and supplements. Many of 
the requests were turned down. But TAMWED came to their rescue. So we were able to reach near 1,800 
tribal families with life-saving food and hygienic materials and give help and support on health, housing 
and other matters“ 

http://www.facebook.com/tamwed.org
http://www.tamwed.org/
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For those who don’t know us: Tamwed stands for Tamil Nadu/West Devon and was officially launched in 
Tavistock in 2005. For the last ten years, we have supported an NGO called the ISLAND Trust which works 
with tribal communities in the Nilgiri Hills in Tamil Nadu. While still based in Devon and Cornwall, we now 
have a local, national and international group of supporters. Tamwed is a registered charity managed by a 
voluntary committee with expertise in aspects of community development and an interest in India – 
many having visited our projects. Each year we evaluate what has been achieved and create a new 
programme based on what resources we can attract to meet the priorities of tribal people living in the 
more remote villages. 
 

The overall title of the programme of projects that Tamwed 
supports the ISLAND Trust to deliver is called Tribal Futures. We 
aim to provide the means for tribal communities to become self-
sufficient in a way that recognises their culture and rights.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
Those we work with are from the Irula, Kurumba, Kota and Toda tribal 
groups living in 22 villages. The best known are the Todas with their 
distinctive woven clothes.  
 

 

Our overall aim this year was to continue to promote social and economic self-sufficiency while sustaining 
the natural environment. This recognised the need for income and resources that allow tribal 
communities to become less reliant on outside support while confronting issues such as the impact of 
‘development’ and climate change together with a lack of resources to tackle health and other needs. We 
consider it important to allow tribal people respect for their culture and way of life. Due to Covid, some 
took place during the first three months before lock-down; others abiding by pandemic guidelines; and 
others within village communities. The ISLAND Trust communicated with organisations using IT. 

 

The following are illustrations of just some of the efforts made this year to meet these aims. 
 

Governance and Representation 
In January, 140 people from 15 of our villages participated in the 
Grama Sabbha (local council)  meetings and submitted 60 
individual petitions and 12 community petitions including one for 
the appointment of adequate health staff in primary health centres 
and village health nurses. This resulted in improved health facilities 
with properly trained staff who were more in tune with the needs 
and culture of tribal people. 
 

 
 

Health 
Our tribal health worker Mrs. Meenakshi offered support to 48 at-
risk, pregnant women. She ensured safe deliveries for 113 women. 
Meenakshi was very upset when, during her absence in the lock 
down period, a young mother died. Meenakshi continued to visit 
villages during the lock down helping distribute provisions while 
seeking out those who needed help and advice.  
 

The ISLAND Trust is 
based in Kotagiri, a few 
miles from the famous 

hill station of Ooty. 
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Collaboration 
Before the lock down, a camp was arranged with social work 
students from a college in Coimbatore. They led environmental 
awareness sessions for three schools and donated 100 saplings. 
Together with staff from an eye hospital, 105 people were 
checked with nine of them receiving subsequent free cataract 
surgery and spectacles. 
 
 

Gardens and Herbs 
 
Mrs Sivagami (left with volunteers), our gardening and herbal 
medicine expert, established an organic vegetable garden in a day 
care centre as well as many kitchen gardens. She has documented 
80 herbs with their uses for a guide and motivated six farmers to 
establish plots with 20 herbs on their lands. She set up  a 
demonstration plot with 50 herbs and medicinal plants and 
conducted meetings to raise awareness about the benefits of 
medicinal and culinary herbs in all the project villages. 
 

 

 
 

Farming and Fencing 
Apart from kitchen gardens, many 
villages have collective or 
individual plots to grow maize, 
vegetables, coffee and other crops. 
Encroachment by wild animals is an 
increasing problem as food 
becomes scarcer for elephants, 
bison, monkeys and other wildlife 
which can destroy acres of land 
overnight.  
 

Five tribal people were killed by elephants in December alone. Solar fencing is successful but costly so 
farmers use wire and netting together with fireworks and all-night vigils to keep animals away. 50 farmers 
have been provided with wire defences that can also be used to support growing gourds. The experience 
of Covid has reinforced the importance of producing as much healthy food as possible to eat and to sell. 
Hillside land can be very poor and needs a lot of work to make it productive. 

 
 

 
Covid Drink  
A concoction of herbs called Kabasura Kudineer is 
being used to boost immunity to Covid. There are 
various versions that include up to 15 ingredients 
such as ginger, cloves and nilavembu. The remedy 
is used by siddha medicine practitioners to treat 
respiratory ailments. Sivagami helped villagers to 
produce their own drink from local ingredients. 
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CAMPAIGNS 
The ISLAND Trust is part of a network of organisations committed to “preventing atrocities against Tribal 
people”. They campaign for justice and document incidents when tribal people have been attacked and 
the subsequent action by authorities and the courts. Over seven months, 35 petitions have been 
submitted highlighting serious lapses on the part of the government and judiciary. The ISLAND Trust 
facilitates a 12 member Citizen’s Committee comprising of elected tribal leaders of Panchayats (local 
councils), leaders of civil society organisations and lawyers to continue the campaign for justice for tribal 
people.   

 

 
Campaigns and rallies are 
organised to raise 
awareness about climate 
change as well as 
women’s rights and other 
issues. 
 
 
 

 

Petitions were submitted to the District Collector regarding the situation of tribal communities during 
Covid lock down periods for prayers and practical support to save them from hunger and starvation. As a 
result, the district administration began donating relief materials to tribal people and also asked and 
allowed  NGOs to help as much as possible. 
 
Economic Development 
Tribal farmers are being helped to market their produce and for finance for seeds and other inputs. The 
WWF provide finance for 50 farming families that were most affected by Covid to help with crop growing.   
Ten young people have been encouraged to apply for skills 
training  by the Tribal Development Ministry. Five Women’s Self 
Help Groups have been recommended for  support to set up 
micro enterprises. 
 

Sewing and tailoring training is popular. A new training centre 
was opened in the project’s outreach base enabling more 
women to set themselves up mending and making clothes in 
their villages. 35 women continued with their training during 
lockdown. 
 
Visits 

 
Each year, at least one Tamwed supporter visits India to 
meet staff and beneficiaries and to see first-hand what is 
being achieved with our funds. Committee member Karen 
Osborne had arranged to visit in March after holidaying in 
South India. Her time was cut short due to Covid but in a 
few days she was able to talk to sewing trainees, farmers, 
health workers and others. Karen said she was well 
impressed and would love to visit again for longer. 
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Staff 
Our project staff (above) are our greatest asset. Much of their work is unrecognised and cannot be 
quantified in a report of results. During a visit to a remote village, a family (above right) of four with 
health issues was found to be living in a one-room, leaking building with no proper stove and little food. 
Staff mobilised immediate help and negotiated with government departments for healthcare and 
rehousing of the family. During the worst of the pandemic they continued to visit villages with food and 
to seek out those were in need of help. Having good relations with the community and with government 
and non-governmental organisations has paid off. 
 
 

Supporters and Donors 
We are hugely grateful for the support we 
got for Covid appeals and to those who 
donated funds to enable the work 
highlighted in this report to take place. 
Nellie and Barry (right) busked when they 
could; Rosemary (left with Jane our chair) 
arranged jumble sales; Nomads Clothing and 
Osborne Samuel Ltd made generous 
donations; while others set up standing 

orders or contributed what they could. We could not arrange our two usual fund-raising events this year 
so plans for next year will be tailored accordingly. 
 

Our website has been revamped thanks to David Chapman from Tidal Marketing.  Nick Biggs carries out a 
gratis annual examination of our accounts. Tamwed has few overheads so just about all funds support our 
projects.  
 

The 2020 Tribal Futures programme cost £6,500. 
£3,800 was sent for Covid relief that included £2,000 raised by Sonia Sudhakar.  

A further £1,000 raised by the Christmas appeal is being spent in early 2021. 

 

THANKS FOR READING OUR REPORT. CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT www.tamwed.org 
AND OUR FACEBOOK PAGE AT www.facebook.com/tamwed.org  

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT OUR EVENTS AND PROJECTS 

Final words from Alphonse Raj: “It is no exaggeration that no other organisation except the ISLAND Trust 
in the Nilgiris has reached out to so many tribal people living in far-away villages and in difficult terrains 
during this pandemic. Major portion of the credit goes to Tamwed for its sacrificial help and the empathy 
for our tribal communities during this pandemic. Because of our continuous support, tribal people are 
now closer to our organisation and  are eager to participate in any activity we organise.” 

http://www.tamwed.org/
http://www.facebook.com/tamwed.org

